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Abstract

A large share of the workforce throughout the developing world is self-employed, and this proportion has increased in recent decades. Assessments of this development vary, with pull factors such as high returns to capital contrasted with push factors such as barriers to more desirable salaried jobs. Using a long panel dataset from Ghana, we empirically investigate the changing structure of earnings in self-employment relative to salaried work. Our analysis allows workers to sort into self-employment for different reasons, including expected earnings differentials and endogenous capital accumulation whilst highlighting constraints workers may face. We estimate a correlated random coefficient model using IV-GMM, taking into account the endogeneity of sector choice and capital accumulation. We find that returns to productive characteristics in self-employment have increased significantly between 2004 and 2011 whilst self-employment has attracted increasingly skilled workers. This points against the negative view of self-employment as an occupation of last resort.
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1 Introduction

The labour markets of most developing countries are dominated by self-employment of various types - smallholder farmers, retail business owners, basic manufacturers and petty traders. Recent large-scale household data show an increase in self-employment especially in urban contexts (see Kingdon et al. (2006)). An optimistic interpretation of this development notes that returns to capital in countries with many low-paid workers are typically high, albeit heterogeneous (Banerjee and Duflo (2005)). More self-employed workers may thus indicate that increased wealth and better-functioning credit markets are relaxing capital constraints and creating investment opportunities (Evans and Jovanovic (1989), Magnac and Robin (1996) and Blanchflower and Oswald (1998)). This interpretation underlies the support in policy circles for microcredit and entrepreneurship. A more pessimistic perspective notes that desirable salaried work is unavailable for many individuals and in the absence of social protection or family transfers, self-employment becomes the only means of survival. In this light self-employment is more closely related to unemployment or job queues à la Harris and Todaro (1970). This more pessimistic view notes that many self-employed in developing countries operate with little to no capital, whilst wage jobs, often formal and in the public sector, are hard to access.

This article contributes to the debate by addressing three interrelated questions using new panel data from Ghana. First, what are the relative returns to observable and unobservable skills in self- and wage-employment? Second, how do differences in returns and workforce composition combine to explain sector earnings differentials? Third, upon controlling for observable and unobservable determinants of productivity, what is the nature of the remaining unexplained differential, and is it consistent with the segmentation hypothesis? In answering these questions we focus especially on changes over the past decade (2004-2011) in order to shed new light on the recent rise in self-employment.

We concentrate on the choice between self-employment and wage employment in urban areas. This focus is informed by increasing urbanisation, the role of informality and policy relevance. Whilst 85% of the Ghanaian population lived in rural areas in the 1950s, that figure has come down to 50% today and is projected to decrease to 30% by 2050. This trend
has been accompanied by a rapid rise in self-employment, as recent arrivals in search for better opportunities in urban areas are likely to start in self-employment (Fields (1990)). By contrast, in rural areas the most important occupational decision is typically whether to stay (and most likely be employed in low-productivity agriculture), or migrate to urban centres - as analyzed since Harris and Todaro (1970). In 2005, wage employment accounted for only 7.3% of employment in rural areas and 33.8% in urban areas (Ghana Living Standard Survey (GLSS)). Conversely, the share of non-agricultural self-employment was very low in rural areas (14.9%), but over 50% in urban areas. Only recently have non-farm alternatives in rural contexts been investigated - and the fall-back option remains agriculture (Chawanote and Barrett (2014)). By contrast, the fall-back option in urban areas is typically marginal self-employment. Distinguishing between “opportunity” versus “last resort” self-employed (Launov and Guenther (2012)) or “choice” versus “necessity” self-employment (Poschke (2010)) is thus a particular challenge of urban areas1.

Allocation of workers to different parts of the labour market has been viewed as a problem of occupational choice. However, the hierarchy between necessity- and last-resort-self-employment suggests significant constraints to sector choice. The standard “single-crossing property” of selection models (certain variables monotonously increase the likelihood of selection into a sector) is then likely to be violated. Nguimkeu (2014) builds a model of occupational choices to explain how workers sort themselves between subsistence self-employment and entrepreneurship taking into account such constraints. His model stresses the importance of individual unobservable skills in determining sector allocation. Without panel data, however, identification of individual effects relies on strong assumptions since it cannot be informed by observing movers between different labour market states.

Robust empirical modelling of segmented labour markets hinges upon being able to account for unobservable worker skills and concomitantly tackle the endogeneity of sector movement and input choices. Models with sorting on unobservable comparative advantage

---
1The segmentation of the Ghanaian labour market into wage or self-employment is closely linked to the segmentation between formal and informal employment since the vast majority of self-employed workers in Ghana work informally, while formality is largely concentrated among wage-workers. Jutting et al. (2009) estimate that over 70% of informal workers were self-employed in the 1990s. Our analysis of the choice between self- and wage-employment, therefore, also sheds light on the relative merits of formality and informality.
date back to Roy (1951). Since the costs of entry into self-employment may vary in ways related to unobservables (e.g. as a result of differential credit constraints), we require a model that is robust to different forms of selection. We allow for a semi-parametric relationship between returns to self-employment and individual earnings ability - more beneficial for some individuals and less so for others, in line with the large effect heterogeneity that the literature has highlighted. This gives rise to a correlated random-coefficient (CRC) model which we estimate using Instrumental Variable GMM. Lemieux (1998) contrasts earnings of union and non-union members in this framework. Suri (2011) uses a CRC model to shed new light on farmers’ decision to adopt hybrid seeds in Kenya. Imbert (2012) studies wage-premia in the public sector of Vietnam. These studies do not allow for determinants of sector choice to be related to past realizations of earnings, however. Since the literature shows that savings are an important factor explaining transition into self-employment, we want to allow past earnings shocks to determine capital accumulation and sector choice. In line with parallel work by Nyshadham (2014) we thus relax the assumption of strict exogeneity which inhibits any feedback from past earnings to future labour market behaviour. Nyshadham (2014) focuses on the individual dimension of occupational choice as a function of learning about earnings and does not estimate returns to capital in self-employment. By contrast, we allow greater flexibility in the sorting mechanisms (by imposing less structure on it) and estimate changes in returns to self-employment, focusing on both observable and unobservable inputs. In line with this focus on macro-level changes, we split our unusually long panel dataset into two periods and study the evolution of returns to self-employment over time. Contrary to Suri (2011), Imbert (2012) and Nyshadham (2014) who estimate their CRC models using minimum distance based on projections following Chamberlain (1982), we use IV-GMM. Since the two strategies are asymptotically equivalent in our formulation, our preference is largely practical. We also believe there is value added in presenting an additional tool to analyze this class of models.

If the increase in self-employment in Ghana is largely due to motivations of “last resort”, we should expect declining levels of capital, schooling and unobserved ability among the self-employed (as the best select out of the sector); and, in parallel, we might expect a significant (and possibly increasing) wage-employment premium. If, instead, increases in
self-employment are largely based on opportunity motives, growing returns to human and physical capital in self-employment and a decreasing wage premium may be more likely. Our results show that returns to both observable and unobservable skills in self-employment have increased vis-à-vis wage-employment over the period analysed. Moreover, self-employed workers possess increasing levels of physical and human capital. Taken together, the two findings lend support to the hypothesis that the sector is increasingly attracting productive resources. Furthermore, we document a decreasing (unexplained) self-employment premium, which we tentatively interpret as evidence of decreasing barriers to enter the sector (e.g. credit constraints). This result is consistent with the strong growth rates experienced by Ghana over the period, which allowed for poverty reduction and capital accumulation. While the self-employed sector remains highly heterogeneous, our evidence points against the grim view of self-employment as an occupation of last resort.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section (2) describes the context of the Ghanaian labour market. In section (3) we present our earnings model with a specific focus on selection mechanisms. Section (4) considers identification and presents our estimation strategy. Section (5) presents the data. Section (6) discusses the results and assesses the importance of estimated changes in returns in explaining recent labour market trends in Ghana. Section (7) concludes.

2 The Labour Market in Ghana

Ghana is one of the most stable countries in West Africa and has shown strong economic growth rates over the last decade. Nsowah-Nuamah et al. (2012) find that the poverty rate halved between 1991 and 2005. They also find that this occurred whilst employment in the public sector fell and employment in small firms increased. Indeed, next to the traditionally important role of the agricultural sector, Robson et al. (2009) cite evidence that in Ghana “[t]he economic structure is polarised between a small number of large corporations and large volume of micro and small enterprises”.

<< Table 1 here >>

---

\(^2\)According to the World Bank’s World Development Indicator database, GDP growth rates over the period this paper considers were 5.6% (2004), 5.9% (2005), 6.4% (2006), 4.0% (2007), 8.4% (2008), 4.0% (2009), 8.0% (2010) and 15.0% (2011).
Reporting evidence from the Ghana Statistical Service, Baah-Boateng (2004) shows rising rates of self-employment in the 1990s (see table (1)), especially non-farm informal self-employment, which is what our urban sample covers. Palmer (2007) notes that “[m]ost new jobs are created in the informal economy, with formal sector employment growth largely stagnant.”. There is conflicting evidence on the more recent development of the share of self-employment in the economy, with the possibility of a trend reversal.\textsuperscript{3} The panel dataset at our disposal, the Ghana Urban Household Panel Survey (GUHPS), is not well-suited to settle this question, since it follows the same group of workers over time (census data would be more appropriate). However, by carefully recording the movement of workers between wage- and self-employment, our data is ideally suited to identify changes in the structure of earnings and study the relative performance of wage- and self-employment over time.

3 The Model

In this section we describe a simple model capturing the key features of the earnings structure in our two sectors of interest: self-employment and wage employment. In line with occupational and sector choice models since Roy (1951), we take into account the fact that unobservable comparative advantages may determine earnings and choice of sector. However, we impose minimal structure on the selection process. We believe that selection on unobservables will occur, but we do not impose a specific structure on the mechanism, nor assume that we can identify variables which can serve as instruments for occupational choice (by satisfying the single-crossing property, as in Heckman (1976)).

3.1 Sector Earnings

Let worker $i$ be endowed with time-varying characteristics (in particular, physical capital $K_{i,t}$), time-invariant characteristics (e.g. human capital $h_i$) and unobservable productivity $\theta_{ij}^t$ for $j \in \{SE, w\}$ varying across two sectors: self-employment ($SE$) and wage employment ($w$). Our definition of physical capital encompasses both liquid savings and assets\textsuperscript{4}. We take human capital as given. We then assume that log earnings $R$ for worker $i$ in wage- ($w$) and

\textsuperscript{3}See table (1) in Nsowah-Nuamah et al. (2012).

\textsuperscript{4}Under the assumption that the latter can easily be sold and re-invested.
self-employment \((SE)\) are

\[
R^{SE}_{i,t} = \alpha^{SE} h_i + \beta^{SE} K_{i,t} + \delta^{SE}_t + \theta^{SE}_i + u^{SE}_{i,t} \tag{1}
\]

\[
R^w_{i,t} = \alpha^w h_i + \beta^w K_{i,t} + \delta^w_t + \theta^w_i + u^w_{i,t} \tag{2}
\]

where \(K_{i,t}\) and \(h_i\) indicate physical and human capital; \(\delta^{SE}_t\) designates macroeconomic effects on the self employed (viz. \(\delta^w_t - \delta^{SE}_t\) the wage employment premium) and \(u_{i,t}\) subsumes individual idiosyncratic factors. We can think of \(\beta^w\) as the market rate of return on savings (e.g. interest rate on bank deposits), while \(\beta^{SE}\) captures returns to capital investment in self-employment. Using measures of capital for workers in both sectors, we are able to estimate relative returns to assets across employment categories and shed further light on the link between capital and sector choice.

Based on this simple earnings model, workers may sort into self-employment or salaried work. However, we will not assume that workers sort into the sector with highest returns. Instead, we allow for flexibility in the sorting mechanism and rather concentrate on the resulting structure of earnings across sectors\(^5\).

### 3.2 Selection and Barriers to Entry

Our model depicts a dual labour market, with opportunities for salaried work on one side (provided by larger, more likely formal firms and the public sector) and diverse self-employment on the other side. Similar settings have been analysed in the literature using variants of the classic Roy model based on specialisation by comparative advantage. We relax the assumption of free sector choice underlying most of these models. First, access to formal jobs may be rationed, in the sense that the number of workers who are willing to work for the current wage (at a given skill level) exceeds the number of available jobs.\(^6\) If that is the case, workers may need to queue for their preferred job (as in the classic Harris-Todaro framework) and the allocation mechanism may not necessarily be in line with sorting by comparative advantage. For instance, if firms cannot perfectly observe

---

\(^5\)We do not directly consider unemployment, but at the end of section (4.1) we show how search unemployment might be related to earnings differentials across sectors.

\(^6\)This may occur as a result of efficiency wages, legal minimum wages or union wage bargaining. Modeling the exact process of wage-setting in the formal sector is beyond the scope of this article and we choose to remain suggestive on the causes of the imbalance.
workers’ skills, they may be unable to choose the best suited candidates for their jobs. In addition, non-productive factors, such as personal connections and networks, may play a significant role in the selection process (e.g. Heath (2011), Cingano and Rosolia (2012)).

Second, workers themselves may not know their comparative advantage. By not specifying the precise nature of the sorting mechanism, we do not assume perfect knowledge of $\theta^{SE}$ and $\theta^{w}$. This allows workers to learn their comparative advantage over time and move to the most suited sector\textsuperscript{7}. For these reasons, we believe one should best remain agnostic about the exact nature (and direction) of the selection process. We return to the empirical implications of barriers to sector choice after presenting our empirical framework.

4 Empirical Strategy

4.1 The Correlated Random Coefficients Model

In this section we outline our empirical strategy to identify sector earnings differentials under the assumption that job queues may exist and selection does not necessarily follow simple patterns. Our panel-based approach enables us to identify the effects of self-employment on different determinants of earnings, whilst allowing for unspecified patterns of selection on unobservables.

Combining (1) and (2) gives the following switching model of earnings in the two sectors

\textsuperscript{7}We think this is one factor in the choice of wage- versus self-employment but certainly not the only one. It may be more important if we considered larger household businesses which are the focus of Nyshadham (2014), who presents a model of entrepreneurial choice based on learning. If learning were the predominant determinant of transitions, we should observe a strong decrease in transitions across wage- and self-employment over workers’ lifetimes and that the difference in predicted earnings across sectors increases. We tested this using the model’s estimated parameters and found that the probability of being in the “wrong” sector only declines slowly from a peak of around 40% to around 30% between ages 30 and 55 (available on request). Raw transition rates decline somewhat with age also.
(using $D_{i,t}^{SE}$ as a dummy indicating self-employment of worker $i$ at time $t$):

$$R_{i,t} = \delta_{i,t}^{w} + D_{i,t}^{SE} \left( \delta_{i,t}^{SE} - \delta_{i,t}^{w} \right) + \alpha^{w} \ln h_{i} + D_{i,t}^{SE} \ln h_{i} \left( \alpha^{SE} - \alpha^{w} \right) + \beta^{w} \ln K_{i,t} + D_{i,t}^{SE} \ln K_{i,t} \left( \beta^{SE} - \beta^{w} \right) + \theta_{i,t}^{w} + D_{i,t}^{SE} \left( \theta_{i,t}^{SE} - \theta_{i,t}^{w} \right) + \varepsilon_{i,t}$$

where $\varepsilon_{i,t} \equiv u_{i,t}^{w} + D_{i,t}^{SE} \left( u_{i,t}^{SE} - u_{i,t}^{w} \right)$. Moreover, we further break down the unobservables ($\theta_{i,t}^{SE}, \theta_{i,t}^{w}$) into an individual effect that is remunerated equally in both sectors and plays no role in sector choice ($\tau_{i}$), and an unobservable effect $\theta_{i}$ that is remunerated differentially in the two sectors and hence generates a comparative advantage. We also introduce a parameter $\psi$ indicating the average returns to unobservables in SE vis-à-vis the wage sector. Combining these additional elements, we obtain:

$$\theta_{i,t}^{SE} = \psi \theta_{i} + \tau_{i}$$

$$\theta_{i,t}^{w} = \theta_{i} + \tau_{i}$$

8While we make few functional form assumptions, a key assumption is the multiplicativity of $\psi$. As Evdokimov (2010) notes, the introduction of only one parameter to capture differential returns to unobservables constitutes a semiparametric restriction that can be relaxed. However, with the sample sizes at our disposal, non-parametric techniques appear infeasible.

9We can justify separating the absolute advantage component, $\tau_{i}$, from a comparative advantage component of individual unobserved heterogeneity, $\theta_{i}$, by using a projection. As Suri (2011) notes, one can easily see that the $\tau_{i}$ in equations (5) and (6) are the same by subtracting (6) from (5) and noting that $b_{SE} + b_{w} = 1$ by construction.

$$\theta_{i,t}^{SE} = b_{SE} \left( \theta_{i,t}^{SE} - \theta_{i,t}^{w} \right) + \tau_{i}$$

$$\theta_{i,t}^{w} = b_{w} \left( \theta_{i,t}^{SE} - \theta_{i,t}^{w} \right) + \tau_{i}$$

Where the projection coefficients are $b_{w} \equiv \frac{\sigma_{w}^{2} - \sigma_{w,SE}^{2}}{\sigma_{w}^{2} - \sigma_{w,SE}^{2} - 2 \sigma_{w,SE}}$ and $b_{SE} \equiv \frac{\sigma_{w,SE}^{2} - \sigma_{SE}^{2}}{\sigma_{w,SE}^{2} - \sigma_{SE}^{2} - 2 \sigma_{w,SE}}$.

We can then see in equations (7) and (8) that the model implies that the comparative advantage effect, $\theta_{i}$, is remunerated differentially in the two sectors unless $\psi \equiv \frac{b_{w}}{b_{SE}} = 1$, an equality we can test for. Equations (7) and (8) directly follow.
Earnings can then be written as

\[
R_{i,t} = \delta^w_t + d_{i,t}^{SE} (\delta^{SE}_t - \delta^w_t) \\
+ \alpha^w \ln h_i + d_{i,t}^{SE} \ln h_i \left(\alpha^{SE} - \alpha^w\right) \\
+ \beta^w \ln K_{i,t} + d_{i,t}^{SE} \ln K_{i,t} \left(\beta^{SE} - \beta^w\right) \\
+ \theta_i + d_{i,t}^{SE} (\psi - 1) \theta_i + \tau_i + \varepsilon_{i,t}.
\] (9)

The coefficient \(\psi\) is central to our analysis, as it captures differential returns to comparative advantages and it helps us shed light on the sorting mechanism. If \(\psi = 1\) unobservable individual characteristics are not remunerated differently across sectors and we would expect no selection bias by estimating a first-differenced or fixed-effects model. If \(\psi > 1\) there exists a premium for workers with high levels of unobserved skills in self-employment. By contrast, if \(\psi < 1\) there is a premium for these workers in wage employment. The sign of \(\psi - 1\) thus determines earnings incentives for sorting on unobservables\(^{10}\). In summary, if we wish to make no assumptions about the nature of sector allocation, it is important to allow for differential returns to unobservables in the two sectors and not to restrict the potential direction of selection bias.

Note that our flexibility with respect to the possibility of choosing the “wrong” sector contrasts with standard two-stage models that instrument for sector choice or rely on a specific parametrization to control for endogenous selection. These models are typically based on the assumption that certain factors monotonously increase the likelihood of finding a wage job - the so-called single-crossing property (Heckman (1976)). We believe this assumption is too strong and we know of no instruments in our data that determine selection but do not influence earnings independently. We thus follow Lemieux (1998) and Suri (2011) in estimating a model that allows for unspecified selection on individual unobservables.

Alternately, we could think of workers choosing their sector subject to entry costs (e.g. costs of access to credit or job search costs) that may vary across individuals. Magnac (1991)

\(^{10}\)Note that with \(\psi < 1\) the degree of inequality across sectors is lower than it would be if sector allocation was random, whereas for \(\psi > 1\) the opposite holds. Specialisation may nevertheless decrease inequality overall, see Heckman and Honore (1990).
models this scenario in a way that will prove useful for interpreting our results: A worker’s choice to become self-employed ($D^{SE}$) is given by

$$Pr(D^{SE}) = Pr\left(E(R^{SE}(x_i)) > E(R^w(x_i)) - c(x_i)\right),$$

where the existence of relative entry costs $c(x_i)$ may justify the persistence of sector differentials in equilibrium. That is, we may expect a difference in mean earnings across sectors (a wage premium) corresponding to the mean value of $c$ conditional on observable and unobservable dimensions of worker productivity\textsuperscript{11}. In the empirical analysis we will test for the existence of such a premium.

### 4.2 Identification

All determinants of earnings in our model may have sector-specific returns - including the unobservable individual effect. Since identification of the individual effects relies on using earnings from several periods jointly (to assess earnings persistence), panel data models typically place conditions on feedback from errors in one period on covariates in other time periods. In common with the identifying assumptions of other correlated random effects models (Lemieux (1998), Suri (2011), Imbert (2012), Nyshadham (2014)) we posit that the unexpected part of earnings (the “shocks” $\varepsilon_{i,t}$) must not influence individuals’ choices in certain other periods.

One option is to assume strict exogeneity of choices with respect to the entire history of transitory shocks - as in Chamberlain (1982), Lemieux (1998) and the vast literature using linear panel data models. Suri (2011) justifies this assumption in her context of agricultural technology choice on the grounds that input choices, in any given period, are made before the most important transitory shocks hit (in her case, rainfall). The same logic could plausibly apply in our context, given that sector allocation and capital investments are most likely the result of careful decision processes and unlikely to be affected by contemporaneous shocks. However, strict exogeneity also implies that shocks occurring in a given period $t$ do not affect input choices in subsequent periods. Crucially, strict exogeneity implies that

\textsuperscript{11}This is true conditional on observing employed individuals. Following Harris and Todaro (1970), costs and benefits of intending to enter a sector are equalized in expectation. Differences in rewards then exist for those who find employment.
conditional on the model’s current observable and unobservable determinants of earnings, mobility across sectors is random. We feel much less comfortable with this assumption since it will be violated if high earnings in one period are saved and influence future sector choices. Thus, in line with parallel work by Nyshadham (2014), we relax the assumption of strict exogeneity and let input and sector choices depend on past shocks. Shocks are allowed to have a lagged effect on entrepreneurial choices, whilst current shocks must not affect household choices in the same period. If our earnings function includes the important determinants of earnings, shocks cannot easily be foreseen. This implies that there must be no serial correlation in the error term $\varepsilon_{i,t}$. Our assumption, then, is that sector choice is random conditional on predicted earnings, i.e. individuals base their mobility decisions on expected earnings.

We now consider the intuition for the identification of the different constituents of our earnings function. Parameters giving sector-specific returns ($\beta_w, \beta^{SE}$) are identified through variation in earnings across different levels of inputs (e.g. capital) within each sector.\footnote{Our measures of human capital such as education, experience or age do not change over time (conditional on a linear time trend) and are thus not identified within sectors. As in other panel frameworks, we can identify the difference in remuneration of these factors only by comparing earnings differentials across sectors. Since we are not performing linear differencing, but quasi-differencing we identify the quasi-difference $\alpha^{SE} - \frac{1}{\psi} \alpha^w$.} Identification of $\delta$ relies on movers across sectors and these cross-sector differences are only identified up to a function of $\psi$. Identification of our comparative advantage effect $\psi$ relies on observing how earnings of individuals with different unobservable skill levels change as they move between wage and self-employment.\footnote{Intuitively, the standard fixed effects model is overidentified as it allows for an individual fixed effect and a sector fixed effect, but constrains the interaction of both to be zero. The sector-specific returns to unobserved skill ($\psi$) can be interpreted as a coefficient on the interaction effect of unobserved skill and the sector dummy. Analogously to other interaction effects, $\psi$ will be identified as long as there is variation in the interaction that is different from its constituent terms.}

### 4.3 Estimation

As in most panel models, we treat $\theta_i$ as a nuisance parameter we need to remove for consistent estimation. However, standard differencing or de-meaning will not remove the individual effect ($\theta_i$), since it is interacted with self-employment status ($D^{SE}_i$). There are then two alternative routes to estimation, both exploit strict or sequential exogeneity.
One strategy is to replace the unobserved individual effect by its projection on covariates in all (or certain) periods. Strict (or sequential) exogeneity ensures the resulting projection can be inserted into the original outcome equation without causing endogeneity. One can then decompose the raw coefficients to obtain the parameters of interest\textsuperscript{14}. Alternatively, one can remove the individual effect using the earnings function, by differencing across both time and sector (quasi-differencing). One can then exploit strict or sequential exogeneity to generate moment conditions in a GMM framework. We follow \textit{Lemieux (1998)} in taking this route and outline details below.

Importantly, the two strategies are asymptotically equivalent if the instruments used for estimation in the IV-GMM context are the same that are used to project the individual unobserved effects on to\textsuperscript{15}. We have no strong preference for either of the two approaches, but two considerations encourage us to present the first estimation of a correlated random coefficient model with partially endogenous variables estimated by IV-GMM.

First, instruments are easily understood. This allows for a more straightforward discussion of identifying assumptions than using the projection approach. Second, the selection of covariates in the projections of $\theta_i$ may be called into question. Related to this, whilst adding more waves and covariates is trivial with IV-GMM, projections become increasingly “cumbersome” (\textit{Suri (2011)}). Given the number of waves in the GUHPS panel, we thus prefer the flexibility of IV-GMM. By contrast, GMM estimators have sometimes been found to be unstable in small samples and the choice of the weighting matrix may have important implications for the results when models are over-identified (like in our case). We thus add numerous robustness checks, including a specification using the identity matrix as an alternative to optimal weighting. On the important issue of instrument validity we feel confident that we are making less restrictive assumptions than are standard in the literature by adopting sequential exogeneity rather than strict exogeneity.

\textsuperscript{14}For details, see \textit{Chamberlain (1982)} or \textit{Suri (2011)}.

\textsuperscript{15}\textit{Angrist and Newey (1991)} present a proof for the linear case with strictly exogenous covariates. The equivalence also holds in our context. The additional restriction of sequential exogeneity will be reflected in the choice of variables to project on to (in the projection approach) and in the choice of instruments (in the IV-GMM setting). A proof is available upon request.
Following Lemieux (1998) we now use our earnings equation (9) to solve for $\theta_i$.

$$\theta_i = \frac{R_{i,t} - \left[ \delta_t^{w} + D_{i,t} \left( \delta_t^{SE} - \delta_t^{w} \right) + D_{i,t} \beta^w k_{i,t} + D_{i,t}(\beta_t^{SE} - \beta_t^{w}) k_{i,t} + \alpha^w h_i + D_{i,t} (\alpha_t^{SE} - \alpha_t^{w}) h_i + \tau_i + \epsilon_{i,t} \right]}{1 + D_{i,t} (\psi - 1)}$$

(10)

where $k_{i,t} = ln(K_{i,t})$ and for convenience we define $\delta_t \equiv \delta_t^{w} + D_{i,t} \left( \delta_t^{SE} - \delta_t^{w} \right)$ and

$$G_{i,t}(k, h, D) \equiv \beta^w k_{i,t} + D_{i,t}(\beta_t^{SE} - \beta_t^{w}) k_{i,t} + \alpha^w h_i + D_{i,t-1} (\alpha_t^{SE} - \alpha_t^{w}) h_i.$$  

Combining our expression (10) for $\theta$ from $t$ with the equivalent expression at $t-1$:

$$\frac{R_{i,t} - G_{i,t}(k_{i,t}, h_i, D_{i,t}) - \delta_t - \tau_i - \epsilon_{i,t}}{1 + D_{i,t} (\psi - 1)} = \frac{R_{i,t-1} - G_{i,t-1}(k_{i,t-1}, h_i, D_{i,t-1}) - \delta_{t-1} - \tau_{i-1} - \epsilon_{i,t-1}}{1 + D_{i,t-1} (\psi - 1)}$$

(11)

Or, defining the transfer term $C_{i,t} \equiv \frac{1 + D_{i,t} (\psi - 1)}{1 + D_{i,t-1} (\psi - 1)}$:

$$R_{i,t} = G_{i,t} + \delta_t + \epsilon_{i,t} + \tau_i + C_{i,t} \left( R_{i,t-1} - G_{i,t-1} - \delta_{t-1} - \epsilon_{i,t-1} - \tau_{i} \right)$$

(12)

The transformed model has now removed the influence of the unobservables $\theta_i$ and we can now use the following quasi-differenced errors to construct a set of moment conditions:

$$erm_{i,t} = (R_{i,t} - G_{i,t} - \delta_t) - C_{i,t} \left( R_{i,t-1} - G_{i,t-1} - \delta_{t-1} \right),$$

where

$$erm_{i,t} \equiv (\epsilon_{i,t} + \tau_i) - C_{i,t} (\epsilon_{i,t-1} + \tau_{i}).$$

(13)

Another way of expressing these quasi-differenced errors considers the different sector histories (i.e. the combinations of all possible employment histories over two consecutive
\[ \text{erm}_{i,t} = (R_{i,t} - G_{i,t}) - C_{i,t} \left( R_{i,t-1} - G_{i,t-1} \right) - D_{i,t} D_{i,t-1} \left( \delta_{t}^{SE} - \delta_{t-1}^{SE} \right) \]
\[ - (1 - D_{i,t}) D_{i,t-1} \left( \delta_{t}^{w} - \frac{1}{\psi} \delta_{t}^{SE} \right) \]
\[ - D_{i,t} (1 - D_{i,t-1}) \left( \delta_{t}^{SE} - \psi \delta_{t-1}^{w} \right) \]
\[ - (1 - D_{i,t}) (1 - D_{i,t-1}) \left( \delta_{t}^{w} - \delta_{t-1}^{w} \right) \]  

(14)

The model can then be estimated by minimizing the empirical analogue of (16) upon identifying a suitable set of instruments \((Z_{i,t})\), recognizing that \(\tau_{i}\) is a random effect (conditional on \(\theta_{i}\)).

\[ E(\text{erm}_{i,t} Z_{i,t}) = 0 \]  

(16)

Under strict exogeneity, we would simply use all covariates in all time periods and minimize \(\sum_{t} E(X_{t}'\text{erm}_{i,t})\) where \(X_{i} = [K_{i,1}, D_{i,1}, K_{i,2}, D_{i,2}...]\). Based on the assumption of sequential exogeneity, our valid instrument set, \(Z\), contains suitably chosen lags of the endogenous variables. Importantly, we allow input choices to be affected by past (but not contemporaneous or future) shocks, i.e. they are predetermined. The most recent valid instruments are then the first lags of the endogenous variables, \(Z_{t-1}\), since \(\text{erm}_{i,t}\) contains

\(\text{erm}_{i,t}\) that the following expression is equivalent to equation (13) can easily be seen by going through the possible combinations of values that \(D_{i,s}\) can take for \(s \in \{t, t-1\}\).

Given our quasi-differenced framework, the final step is a simple normalisation of the individual effects (analogous to standard differenced models where time constants are not identified unless the fixed effects are normalized). Our chosen normalization is the following:

\[ \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \theta_{i(t)} = 0 \]  

(15)

An even less restrictive alternative would be to allow for sector and input choices to be affected by past and contemporaneous shocks. Our first valid instrument is \(Z_{t-2}\) and and we have fewer exclusion restrictions:

\[ E[Z_{s,t} \varepsilon_{i,t}] = 0 \quad \forall \ t > s \]  

(17)

\[ E[Z_{s,t} \tau_{i}] = 0. \]  

(18)

This strategy is also more demanding of the data, however, as we now need at least three waves of consecutive information on each individual. We found that results were not robust. We thus base our estimation on the assumption of predeterminedness.
both \( \varepsilon_{i,t} \) and \( \varepsilon_{i,t-1} \). Our identifying assumptions can thus be summarised as follows,

\[
E[Z_{i,s} \varepsilon_{i,t}] = 0 \quad \forall \ t \geq s \tag{19}
\]
\[
E[Z_{i,s} \tau_i] = 0. \tag{20}
\]

We document the details of how we construct our instrument matrix in appendix (B).

5 Data

We apply our model to data from the Ghana Urban Household Panel Survey (GUHPS), conducted yearly since 2004 by the Centre for the Study of African Economies (CSAE) at the University of Oxford\(^1\). The GUHPS covers the four largest cities in the country: Accra, Kumasi, Takoradi and Cape Coast. Respondents were drawn by stratified random sampling of urban households from the Population and Housing Census of 2000. The survey was designed to cover all household members of working age at the time of the interview.\(^2\)

Figure (1) splits employed workers in the sample into self-employed and salaried workers. Note that the increase in self-employment is not as marked here as in other datasets. The panel design, with its focus on reducing attrition, may have led to an understatement of changes in the split between self- and wage-employment.

<< Figure 1 here >>

Table (2) shows changes in the workforce composition for the sample of GUHPS respondents who are employed either in our earlier or later estimation sample (2004-6 or 2009-11).

<< Table 2 here >>

Contrasting the wage employed to the self-employed, we find that the latter are older on average - see figure (2). They are also less educated and more likely to be female (not shown).

---

\(^1\)At the time of writing eight waves have been released. The survey was not conducted in 2007. Data from that year is obtained from recall questions in the 2008 questionnaire. The latest wave was conducted 1.5 years after the previous one and it took place in early 2012. For simplicity, we label it 2011 in order to maintain the yearly structure.

\(^2\)After the first wave, the sample expanded by incorporating new members of the original households and tracking original interviewees to their new households.
Table (2) shows that earnings grew much faster in self-employment, compared to wage employment, leading to a reversal of the initial advantage for wage workers in mean earnings. It also shows a strong catch-up of median earnings in self-employment (see figure (3)). The difference between average and median earnings is driven by a skewed distribution with relatively few highly rewarded jobs, typical of many developing countries. The large (and increasing) variance of self-employed earnings can be seen in figure (4).

Our empirical identification relies crucially on movers between wage- and self-employment. Table (3) summarises respondents’ transitions between the two sectors over consecutive years of the panel. We find that between any two waves, 14.7% of all wage workers move to self-employment, while 11.2% of the self-employed move to wage-employment. The fraction of movers increases, naturally, when we follow individuals longer through the panel, reaching one quarter of all individuals as figure (5) shows.

A longer panel thus increases the number of movers. At the same time, however, as we increase the length of the panel we are confronted with larger rates of attrition. The issue is severe if we consider attrition from the initial sample over the full eight waves (see figure (15) in appendix (D)) - full information for all eight years is in fact only available for 42 individuals. The alternative is to estimate the model separately using shorter panels. We could even focus on estimates from pairs of years. The disadvantage, however, is that longer panels allow better estimation of the individual effects (and of their sector-specific returns $\psi$). In the analysis we focus on two three-year periods, choosing the years at the two extremes of the calendar period in order to focus on the evolution of the labour market over time: from 2004 to 2006 and from 2009 to 2011. Levels of attrition are then acceptable:

21Muris (2010) shows that by optimally weighting subsamples of different time periods for which data is available, a consistent and efficient GMM estimator can be constructed.

22The choice of these specific years is informed by another fact: for the year 2007 we only have recall data collected in 2008. The number of movers between these two years is so low that transitions from 2007 to 2008 cannot be analysed, raising questions about the quality of data for 2007.
we have full information for over 300 workers in both periods, see figure (14) in appendix (D). Among these we still observe considerable (and increasing) mobility across sectors - over one quarter of workers move at least once during the three years, with over 10% moving more than once (see appendix figures (11) and (12)). Our analysis of attrition in appendix (D) also shows that sample attrition is largely uncorrelated with worker characteristics and earnings.

Finally, our choice of capital measures deserves a brief discussion. We have information on the value of agricultural land, real estate and household assets, for both wage- and self-employed workers. It also includes the value of business capital for the self-employed. Ownership of agricultural land is very rare in urban Ghana, while the value of real estate is measured very noisily and suffers from the problem of clearly identifying ownership, especially in those areas where urban development has been largely unregulated and official titling is absent. For these reasons we choose to exclude these two categories and focus on the value of household and business assets. We are interested in the income stream or usage value generated by the assets respondents own, in any given period and for both sectors. However, since the majority of our respondents lacks access to formal banking and does not own real estate that can be rented out, we do not expect cash streams generated by asset ownership except for the self-employed. We could restrict ourselves to the reported earnings for both wage and self-employed. This would increase the opportunity cost of moving to wage-employment for the self-employed, since business capital would yield no monetary returns in wage employment. We believe, however, that assets such as cars, tools or machinery have a private usage value that should be taken into account. In an effort to provide a fair comparison across sectors, we thus impute a usage value of assets at a constant rate for all respondents.

---

23The data does not contain information on financial assets, except for the final three waves. Moreover, these variables are likely to be subject to severe misreporting. For these reasons, we do not include them in the analysis.

24The exact assumption we are making is that assets yield a modest 2% annual usage value which we add to monetary earnings. Our estimation results are not very sensitive to removing this assumption, but we were averted from doing so, so as not to bias the comparison between wage- and self-employment in favour of the latter.
6 Results

6.1 IV-GMM

In this section we present the main results from estimating our earnings model using the Instrumental Variable Generalized Method of Moments (IV-GMM) and allowing for saving and dissaving of capital stocks ("endogenous capital"). We estimate $\psi, \beta^{SE}, \alpha^{SE}_{Educ}, \alpha^{SE}_{Male}$, and the average difference across sectors $\delta^{SE} - \delta^w$. By contrast, we assume specific values for $\beta^w, \alpha^w_{Male}$ and $\alpha^w_{Educ}$.

We set $\beta^w$ since only a minority of individuals in our data have access to formal banking and may be faced with low or negative real interest rates. Distinguishing changes in asset holdings as a result of depreciation is thus difficult. Rather, we set $\beta^w$ equal to 0.02 to target the average real interest rate available in Ghana over the period 2005-2009 (around 5%)\(^{25}\). Given that we find large rates of return to capital in self-employment, we feel that using fairly high values in the benchmark estimation for wage employment is a conservative approach\(^{26}\). We can only identify relative returns to time-invarying characteristics\(^{27}\). We set the value of returns to formal education to 8% p.a. in wage-employment (in line with the average found by Fasih et al. (2012)). We take the estimated value of $\alpha^w_{Male}$ from Nopo et al. (2011) who find a male wage premium of 0.25% in Ghana. In appendix (F) we show that our results are not sensitive to changing any of these set values.

Table (4) presents our key results. Four aspects stand out. First, returns to capital are significantly higher in self-employment than in wage employment. Moreover, returns to capital in self-employment increase significantly over the period. Our specification assumes a Cobb-Douglas-type production function (with constant elasticity) such that returns to capital vary over capital levels and earnings. Figure (6) plots the annualised returns that our value of $\beta^{SE}$ implies for different individuals. Calculated median annualised returns to capital are 81.13% in the first period and 84.08% in the second. These rates may appear

\(^{25}\)Our Cobb-Douglas formulation implies constant returns to log capital, generating a distribution of returns over different levels of capital.

\(^{26}\)As a robustness test, appendix (F) varies the value of $\beta^w$ by an order of magnitude in either direction.

\(^{27}\)In fact, in our non-linear panel model only the quasi-difference across sectors ($\alpha^{SE} - \psi \alpha^w$) of time-invarying characteristics is identified.
unusually high. However, our results are consistent with other estimates of returns to capital in Ghana: Udry and Anagol (2006) estimate a lower bound of 60% annualised returns to capital and report rates of up to 250 – 300% for farmers of certain crops. The comparative advantage of being self-employed for individuals with enough capital has increased over time in all our specifications. The strong increase in $\hat{\beta}$ is robust to changes in all calibrated parameters (as shown in appendix (F)) and is also evident in simpler OLS and Fixed Effects specifications (see table (6) in appendix (E)). We view this result as a relevant contribution to a literature which has often not been able to control for selection on unobservables when estimating returns to capital in self-employment.

\textless\textless Table 4 here \textgreater\textgreater

Second, returns to human capital (RORE) have significantly increased in self-employment over the period analysed. We find that during the period 2004-2006 returns to education in self-employment are lower than in wage employment (see table (4)), but they grow rapidly from the first to the second half of the panel. This result demonstrates the increasing benefits of formal education, even in a country with high levels of informal self-employment. The trend is consistent across estimators and various robustness checks (see section (F.3) in the appendix).

Third, relative returns to unobservable individual ability have increased significantly over time, as shown by the increase in the estimated value of $\psi$ in table (4). Self-employment is increasingly becoming a desirable opportunity for highly able individuals. However, when we estimate the distribution of $\hat{\theta}_i$ across sectors, we do not detect an increase in the proportion of highly skilled individuals in self-employment over the period, in line with the continued incentives for able individuals to join the wage sector as indicated by the fact that the estimated value of $\psi$ remains lower than unity.

\textless\textless Figure 6 here \textgreater\textgreater

Fourth, we find a decreasing self-employment premium ($\delta^{SE} - \delta^w$), suggesting that the barriers to enter this sector have weakened over time. This interpretation is highly consistent
with the strong growth rates experienced by Ghana over the period, when poverty was significantly reduced and capital accumulation may have facilitated access to entrepreneurial opportunities. In analysing the coefficients, we focus the discussion on the trend of this gap over time, which indicates a significant change.

We contrast our IV-GMM results to estimates from simpler OLS and Fixed Effects models reported in appendix (E). The results show that failing to account for sector-specific returns to individual effects may lead us to misleading conclusions. Appendix (F) presents additional robustness checks, including an alternative estimation under the assumption that capital levels are exogenous.

How can our four key results be reconciled and what do they tell us about recent developments in the Ghanaian labour market? The following section relates our estimates to the growth of self-employment and proposes an interpretation.

6.2 Understanding the Rise in Self-employment

Our estimated earnings functions can be used to determine counterfactual earnings in both sectors for all individuals. Hypothesizing how earnings differentials may influence individuals’ choice of becoming self-employed, we now analyze to what extent changes in returns to self-employment can be related to the recent increase in self-employment.

One way of presenting the influence of the changes in returns and worker characteristics is to ask how the relative attractiveness of the two sectors has changed over time. In figure (9) we present earnings differences between self- and wage-employment which we predict given individuals’ characteristics and our estimated parameters. Consistent with our findings, the distribution of earnings differentials based on more recent estimated returns statistically dominates the earlier distribution, i.e. self-employment has become more attractive.

We now ask whether our micro-econometric results can be used to interpret macro trends. Levels of self-employment have risen strongly over the last decades, and we have found increasing returns to factors of production in self-employment over the 2000s in this
study. Whilst our estimations are not based on a model of sector choice, we have noted that expected differences in earnings are one likely cause of transitions across sectors. In order to determine how much of the increase in self-employment might be explained by the change in returns we have documented, we now posit that a fraction of workers choose their sector as a function of earnings differentials. We estimate a reduced-form relationship between the size of predicted earnings differentials and the observed frequency of transiting into (and out of) self-employment. We estimate this relationship on the 2004-2006 panel. We can then estimate by how much the transition probabilities change if we replace the earnings differentials based on the estimates from the first half of the panel with the higher earnings differentials based on returns from the later period. As expected, the predicted inflow probability into self-employment increases, while the outflow probability falls. More specifically, the higher (second-period) returns predict an inflow probability of 16% from wage- to self-employment and an outflow probability of 9.2% every year. With these transition rates, we would predict self-employment to have grown from 59.9% in 2009 to 61.6% in 2011. We can thus compare this predicted growth to the actual growth that occurred in the share of self-employment: from 59.9% to 62.4%. This means that over two thirds of the increase in self-employment over this period can be explained by changes in returns alone.

Our results point to increasing returns to different factors of production in self-employment over the period analysed. May this be a result of increasing scarcity of these factors? To answer this question, we consider the sectoral distribution of observed and unobserved factors of production. For self-employment we find increasing levels of factor inputs for all observable factors of production, as noted in table (2). Mean capital holdings among the self-employed increase from 242.97 USD in 2004-06 to 563.81 USD in 2009-11.

\[28\text{At lower (first-period) returns to self-employment these predictions are 13.1\% and 9.4\% respectively.}\]

\[29\text{In these calculations we only vary returns to factors, not the factor composition. We could also take into account the changed composition of the workforce. We would then predict self-employment to reach 69\% in 2011 (calculations available on request), overpredicting the actual rate. However, since we argue that the changed composition of factors is itself a result of the returns, the adjustment implies utility costs, thus changing the nature of the relationship between earnings differentials pre- and post adjustment. In sum, only taking into account price changes underpredicts the true influence of changed earnings differentials, fully including behavioural reactions would however lead to overprediction, as in the case of Paasche vs. Laspeyres indices.}\]

\[30\text{For example, the standard assumption of diminishing returns to input factors suggests that at lower levels of education or unobservable skills in a certain sector, marginal returns increase.}\]
and fall among the wage-employed (from 410.56 to 322.51 USD). Trends are less marked for schooling, with education levels amongst the self-employed rising from 7.54 to 8.00 years and falling slightly in the wage sector from 10.23 to 9.82 years. In order to compare the levels of unobserved ability in the two sectors across time, we use expression (10) for $\theta_i$ derived above, averaging over different years. Graphs (7) and (8) show that despite a large variance of skills (especially in self-employment) average unobserved productivity is higher in the wage sector than in self-employment. This pattern does not change markedly in the later period, in line with the fact that, although significantly increasing, $\psi$ remains smaller than unity throughout.

In summary, we find higher levels of factors of production where returns have increased. This is consistent with the idea that changes in returns are driving changes in the composition of the workforce (and associated input factors). There is no evidence that the changes in returns are driven by diminishing marginal returns.

Figure 7 here

Figure 8 here

Decomposition techniques provide a systematic way of comparing the influence of differences in returns and factor composition on earnings across different sectors or groups. To this end, we first use common returns across sectors but let input factor levels vary, then fix input factors and apply the relevant sector-specific returns. Table (12) in appendix (G) explains the results of this procedure in more detail. In particular, we find a very strong effect of the one factor of production that is rewarded more highly in wage-employment: unobserved individual skills (since $\psi < 1$), which moderates the earnings differentials.

We have discussed the nature, size and potential effects arising from changes in returns to wage- and self-employment, but what has caused them? We can only provide suggestive evidence. We believe that credit constraints exist in Ghana. Lacking direct information we take as evidence a strong association between assets and transitions into self-employment.

31These calculations are based on few observations, thus our estimates suffer from small-sample bias. However, it is hoped that the comparisons between wage- and self-employment sectors are not affected too much.
We also find that transitions into self-employment increase with age - and that the increase in self-employment over our sample period was mainly driven by older individuals\textsuperscript{32}. Credit constraints may slowly be weakening as a result of policy support (e.g. microcredit) and economic growth. If that is the case, we would expect factors of productions to flow more easily to the sectors where they are most productive, increasing overall efficiency and decreasing gross (unexplained) sector premia.

Finally, mean earnings differentials are not the only determinant of the decision to become self-employed: the associated risk may matter also (see Falco (2014)). However, given that the variance in self-employed earnings has increased, this would not appear to explain the increase in urban self-employment. Non-monetary aspects have also been found to favour self-employment (e.g. independence, flexibility), see e.g. Benz and Frey (2008). In our sample, reported levels of job-satisfaction in table (2) do fall among salaried workers, arguably also an indication of the increased relative attractiveness of self-employment\textsuperscript{33}.

### 7 Conclusions

Informal self-employment is the most common type of employment throughout the developing world and the share of self-employed workers has been on the rise in recent decades. This article tracks changes in the structure of earnings between 2004 and 2011 with a particular focus on differences between wage- and self-employment. Our results may help determine whether the rise in self-employment is the result of improved opportunities for successful entrepreneurship (pull factors), or the reflection of limited opportunities in wage-employment (push factors).

To study earnings across wage and self-employment, we construct a two-sector correlated random coefficient model that allows for rich patterns of selection on observable and unobservable worker characteristics, differential returns to unobservable factors and endogenous capital accumulation. The model is estimated on two periods of a long panel dataset from urban Ghana using Instrumental Variable Generalized Method of Moments (IV-GMM).

\textsuperscript{32}All results available on request.

\textsuperscript{33}Respondents replied on a 5-item Likert scale to the following question “All things considered, how satisfied are you with your current work?".
Contrasting our results with ordinary least squares and fixed effects estimators demonstrates the importance of allowing for differential returns to unobservable characteristics. The results are consistent across numerous robustness checks. We highlight three main findings.

First, we find evidence of increasing returns to productive factors in self-employment over the period analysed. Returns to capital in self-employment increase substantially. Returns to schooling also increase, but we find conflicting evidence on relative returns in self-employment relative to wage-employment. Returns to individual unobservable ability in self-employment rise but remain lower than in wage-employment throughout the period. Overall, our results indicate that the incentives for capital-rich, educated and otherwise able individuals to sort into self-employment have increased.

Second, we find some evidence that the incentives generated by higher returns have indeed started to attract more productive resources into self-employment. Individuals with better productive characteristics are increasingly found in self-employment (where average levels of capital and education have increased significantly over the period, relative to wage-employment). This is evidence of an increasing pull effect. Despite the trend, estimated levels of unobserved individual ability are still higher (and more highly rewarded) in wage-employment.

Third, once we control for both observable and unobservable worker characteristics, we find that unexplained sector earnings differentials have decreased over time. We interpret this as evidence of increased sector mobility and lower barriers to self-employment. This interpretation is consistent with a period of strong economic growth, when capital accumulation and improved credit markets may have helped relaxing credit constraints.

We conclude that while the sector remains highly heterogeneous, our evidence points against the grim view of self-employment as an occupation of last resort.
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**Tables**

Table 1: Changes in the Composition of the Ghanaian Labour Market

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Employment</th>
<th>1991/92</th>
<th>1998/99</th>
<th>% change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Wage Employment</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Formal Wage Employment</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal Wage Employment</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export Farmer</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Crop Farmer</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>+0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-farm self-employed</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>+4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others and Non-working</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>+0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Table (2) in Baah-Boateng (2004)

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics by Sector 2004-2006 vs. 2009-2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wage Employment</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>04-06</td>
<td>09-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>35.66</td>
<td>36.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educ</td>
<td>10.23</td>
<td>9.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Capital (2002 USD)</td>
<td>410.56</td>
<td>322.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Monthly Earnings (2002 USD)</td>
<td>65.59</td>
<td>95.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Real Monthly Earnings (2002 USD)</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>3.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Service / Public Sector</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job satisfaction</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>3.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-employment</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>04-06</td>
<td>09-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>36.20</td>
<td>39.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educ</td>
<td>7.54</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Capital (2002 USD)</td>
<td>242.97</td>
<td>563.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Monthly Earnings (2002 USD)</td>
<td>46.28</td>
<td>130.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Real Monthly Earnings (2002 USD)</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job satisfaction</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>3.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Transitions between Wage- and Self-Employment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wage Emp(_t)</th>
<th>Self-Emp(_t)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wage Emp(_{t-1})</td>
<td>943 (80.46)</td>
<td>229 (19.54)</td>
<td>1,172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Emp(_{t-1})</td>
<td>217 (13.66)</td>
<td>1,371 (86.34)</td>
<td>1,588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,160 (42.03)</td>
<td>1,600 (57.97)</td>
<td>2,760</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only individuals in the estimation samples included; Consecutive period transitions pooled across all waves (including waves not used for estimation); Percentages reported in parentheses.

Table 4: Estimation Results

(3-year sub-panels; bootstrapped 95% confidence interval with 500 resamples)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\psi)</td>
<td>0.4444</td>
<td>0.8027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta^{SE})</td>
<td>(0.3781-0.5205)</td>
<td>(0.7107 - 0.8734)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\alpha_{Educ}^{SE})</td>
<td>0.2371</td>
<td>0.4124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\delta^{SE} - \delta^w)</td>
<td>(0.1657-0.2869)</td>
<td>(0.3454 - 0.4660)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Observed Individuals (N)</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table Footnotes: Calibrated Values: \(\alpha_{educ}^w = 0.08\), \(\beta^w = 0.02\)
A Additional figures and tables

Figure 10: Transitions between wage- & self-employment, 2004-2006 vs. 2009-2011

Figure 11: Transitions between wage- and self-employment, 2004-2006

Figure 12: Transitions between wage- and self-employment, 2009-2011
Figure 13: Mean earnings by mover type

B Construction of the Instrument Matrix

To illustrate how we construct our instrument matrix, let us focus on the quasi-differenced error term for the years 2008 to 2011:

\[
erm = \begin{pmatrix}
erm_{1,09} & erm_{1,10} & erm_{1,11} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
erm_{N,09} & erm_{N,10} & erm_{N,11}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

where: \(erm_{i,t} \equiv (\varepsilon_{i,t} + \tau_i) - C_{i,t}(\varepsilon_{i,t-1} + \tau_i).\)

In our estimations we use three instruments - capital stocks, occupational choice and an interaction between capital levels and occupational choice. For illustration purposes, let us first concentrate on capital (leaving aside the other vectors of the instrument matrix).

\[
Z = \begin{pmatrix}
k_{1,08} \\
\vdots \\
k_{N,08}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

If we assume pre-determinedness of capital (i.e. \(E(k_{it}erm_{is}) = 0 \ \forall \ s \geq t\)), capital levels for 2008 are an obvious instrument, since they were determined prior to the realisation of any of the error terms in the sample period. This strategy, however, discards additional valid instruments from other lags of capital. Given pre-determinedness, we can in fact use \(k_{i,09}\) and \(k_{i,10}\) as additional valid instruments in years 10 and 11 respectively, since they are uncorrelated with \(erm_{i,10}\) and \(erm_{i,11}\), and therefore generate valid moment conditions (i.e. \(E[k_{i,09}erm_{i,10}] = 0\) and \(E[k_{i,10}erm_{i,11}] = 0\)).
Taking this into account, we stack our error terms as follows:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\begin{array}{ccc}
erm_{1,09} & 0 & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
erm_{N,09} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & erm_{1,10} & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
0 & 0 & erm_{1,11} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
0 & 0 & erm_{N,11}
\end{array}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

which can also be collapsed to the following (generally with some minimal loss of efficiency, as explained by Roodman (2009), but in our current setup it should not make a difference):

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\begin{array}{c}
erm_{1,09} \\
\vdots \\
erm_{N,09} \\
erm_{1,10} \\
\vdots \\
erm_{N,10} \\
erm_{1,11} \\
\vdots \\
erm_{N,11}
\end{array}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

such that the instrument matrix is then:
This structure allows the usual matrix multiplication \(Z' \text{erm}\) to include the larger set of moment conditions outlined above in the calculation of the objective function. In our case, assuming pre-determinedness of \(k\), \(E[Z' \text{erm}] = 0\) gives rise to a set of 6 valid moment conditions, whose empirical analog can be minimised in usual GMM fashion (i.e. they can be used to form an objective function which we then minimize). Why 6? Intuitively, because we are generating one moment condition from each of the following capital-error combinations: \(k_{08} \ast \text{erm}_{09}, k_{08} \ast \text{erm}_{10}, k_{08} \ast \text{erm}_{11}, k_{09} \ast \text{erm}_{10}, k_{09} \ast \text{erm}_{11}, k_{10} \ast \text{erm}_{11}\).

Let us now extend the analysis to include occupational status, \(D\), which we also assume to be pre-determined, since we want to allow capital to influence occupational choice in the future. The following matrix contains all the valid instruments we can use.
By the same reasoning as above, $E[Z'erm] = 0$ gives now rise to 12 valid moment conditions.

### C Weighting Moments - 2-Step Feasible GMM

In our estimations we use three instruments - past capital stocks, sector choice and an interaction between capital levels and sector choice. Using the quasi-difference over three time periods then gives six moments which are used to identify five parameters $(\alpha_{educ}^w, \alpha_{male}^w, \beta^{SE}, \psi, \bar{\delta})$. In this section, we explain how our estimation strategy weights the moments derived in this overidentified model and how we deal with the autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity inherent in panel data with individual effects. We estimate a 2-Step Feasible GMM estimator, which uses the variance (and covariance) of moments in a first-step estimation, to weight the moments in the second step and obtain a more efficient estimator. GMM estimators minimize the following objective function:

$$\beta_{GMM} = \arg\min_{\beta} N[\left(\frac{1}{N}Z'erm\right)'A\left(\frac{1}{N}Z'erm\right)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

where $A$ is a quadratic weighting matrix. For efficiency, $A$ must weight moments in inverse proportion to their variances and covariances (i.e. de-emphasize the high-variance instruments and those which are highly correlated with others and do not convey much additional information). Hence,

$$A_{EGMM} = Var[z'erm]^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

A feasible estimator of $A_{EGMM}$ is:

$$Var[z'erm] = \text{plim}_{N \to \inf} \frac{1}{N}Z'\Omega Z$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

where $\Omega$ is the variance-covariance matrix of the residuals. Hence,

$$\beta_{GMM} = \arg\min_{\beta} N[\left(\frac{1}{N}Z'erm\right)'\left(\frac{1}{N}Z'\Omega Z\right)^{-1}\left(\frac{1}{N}Z'erm\right)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)
In the simplest case, where the errors are assumed to be *homoskedastic*, \( \Omega = \sigma^2 I \), and

\[
A_{EGM} = \frac{\sigma^2}{N}Z'Z
\]

(25)

This gives us the **One-Step Estimator** (estimated as one of our robustness checks in table (9)).

\[
\beta_{GMM} = \arg \min_{\beta} N\left[(\frac{1}{N}Z'erm)^\prime(\frac{\sigma^2}{N}Z'Z)^{-1}(\frac{1}{N}Z'erm)\right]
\]

(26)

Note that since \( \sigma^2 \) is a constant, including it in our objective function does not in practice change the results of the maximisation. The main problem in our situation is that the error terms are unlikely to be *i.i.d.* - for example, several observations of one individual will be correlated as a result of the individual effect. In this case, a more general specification for \( \Omega \) is required, that may handle arbitrary patterns of correlation across errors. We use the Newey-West estimator (see Greene (2003), p.546):

\[
\hat{\Omega}_i = er\hat{m}_i er\hat{m}_i' = \begin{pmatrix}
er\hat{m}_{i,09}^2 & er\hat{m}_{i,09}er\hat{m}_{i,10}^2 & er\hat{m}_{i,09}er\hat{m}_{i,11}^2 \\
er\hat{m}_{i,10}^2 & er\hat{m}_{i,10}er\hat{m}_{i,09}^2 & er\hat{m}_{i,10}er\hat{m}_{i,11}^2 \\
er\hat{m}_{i,11}^2 & er\hat{m}_{i,11}er\hat{m}_{i,09}^2 & er\hat{m}_{i,11}er\hat{m}_{i,10}^2
\end{pmatrix}
\]

where \( er\hat{m}_i \) is the vector of quasi-differenced residuals for individual \( i \).

In line with the most common approach in the literature, we are thus assuming that errors are correlated within individuals across time, but not across individuals. In order to implement this strategy, we need an estimate of \( er\hat{m} \) that can be obtained only with an initial estimate of \( \beta \). In order to obtain such an initial estimate, we need to make an assumption about the weighting matrix in the first step. Any full-rank choice of \( A \) for the initial GMM estimate will suffice. It is common to choose \( A = (\frac{1}{N}Z'HZ)^{-1} \), where \( H \) is an estimate of \( \Omega \) based on homoskedasticity.
D Attrition

Despite best efforts to track individuals, attrition from the initial sample is large, as figure (15) shows. However, using two three-year panels gives us more acceptable levels of attrition, as figure (14) indicates.

Figure 14: Attrition from our two estimation samples, 2004-2006 vs. 2009-2011

Figure 15: Attrition from the initial sample

Given that we focus on the evolution of earnings, we have two causes of attrition in our estimation sample. Some individuals’ responses are missing as a result of classical
attrition (individuals were not interviewed) or because individuals are not employed. In the latter case we cannot use the observations to study earnings dynamics, naturally. We may be concerned if a large number of individuals exit employment into unemployment, suggesting that an exclusive focus on the dynamics between self- and wage-employment may be misplaced. However, in our data under 5% of workers transit from employment to unemployment\textsuperscript{34}. In comparison to high-income countries with more established social security systems, unemployment dynamics are thus less important here\textsuperscript{35}.

We now compare the observable characteristics of the estimation sample with the attrition sample. In the first estimation sample, table (5) shows that individuals exiting the panel are significantly more educated - however the difference is only just significant at the 5% level. By contrast, in the second sample we find significantly more men attrite - we have no explanation for this large difference, which may make us cautious about interpreting gender differences in earnings, for example. By contrast, all other characteristics are not significantly different across the two groups at the 5% level.

Table 5: Characteristics of attrition sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2004-2006</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>2009-2011</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>Attrition</td>
<td>Diff.</td>
<td>p-val</td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>Attrition</td>
<td>Diff.</td>
<td>p-val</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.503</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>33.975</td>
<td>34.452</td>
<td>-0.477</td>
<td>0.557</td>
<td>36.803</td>
<td>35.182</td>
<td>1.621</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>8.639</td>
<td>9.282</td>
<td>-0.644</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>8.593</td>
<td>8.893</td>
<td>-0.301</td>
<td>0.406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Earnings</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.159</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.581</td>
<td>3.577</td>
<td>3.725</td>
<td>-0.149</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Capital</td>
<td>4.304</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>-0.046</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>4.428</td>
<td>4.227</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textbf{E \ OLS & Fixed Effects Estimators}

Table (6) shows benchmark results from estimating our model with OLS (columns 1-2) and a standard Fixed Effects estimator (columns 3-4). This corresponds to the case where

\textsuperscript{34} Defined as having actively sought work for at least four weeks.  
\textsuperscript{35} The unemployment rate in Ghana is 1-3% amongst 25-64 year olds, and relatively high only for 15-24 year olds (at 8.4%), according to the Ghana Living Standards Survey 6, 2012.
### Table 6: OLS and Fixed Effects estimators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OLS</th>
<th>FE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \delta^w - \delta^{SE} )</td>
<td>-2.475***</td>
<td>-3.100***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.045)</td>
<td>(.057)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta^{SE} )</td>
<td>0.072***</td>
<td>0.117***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.022)</td>
<td>(.030)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha^{SE}<em>{male} - \alpha^w</em>{male} )</td>
<td>-0.171</td>
<td>-0.1190***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.073)</td>
<td>(.098)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha^{SE}<em>{educ} - \alpha^w</em>{educ} )</td>
<td>-0.150***</td>
<td>-0.142***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.008)</td>
<td>(.011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obs.</td>
<td>933</td>
<td>1071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R(^2)</td>
<td>.078</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table Footnotes: \( \alpha^w_{educ} = 0.08, \beta^w = 0.02; \) using the same sample as in IV-GMM estimation.

\( \psi = 1^{36} \). We can therefore test the implications of this restriction, which is common in the existing literature.

As in the IV-GMM results, the OLS and FE results also show a significant decrease of the self-employment premium \( (\delta^{SE} - \delta^w) \) from the first to the second half of the period.

Cross-sector differentials in the gender premia and returns to schooling are estimated more precisely in OLS than FE (as expected). Once we control for fixed effects, we no longer detect a difference in gender premia and the difference in returns to schooling is only significant in the first half of the panel. The change in the coefficient on education suggests that returns to schooling in self-employment have increased over time relative to wage-employment, consistently with the IV-GMM results.

Estimated returns to capital increase over time in OLS and FE as well. In the earlier period, however, returns to capital are not significant in the FE model. It appears that allowing for \( \psi \neq 1 \) in the IV-GMM model was crucial to uncover growth in \( \beta^{SE} \).

---

\(^{36}\)The model is actually not a nested version of our IV-GMM model, since we are estimating the within-transformed model rather than a first-differenced model.
F Robustness Checks

To reduce computational burden and because coefficients of time-invarying characteristics are only identified in quasi-differences we have fixed the values of various parameters in the estimation. In this section we systematically vary these parameters to the upper and lower bound of plausible ranges. We also consider the results of imposing strict exogeneity (in line with classical panel data analyses) and show results without optimal weighting of the different instruments considered here.

F.1 Returns to Capital in the Wage Sector

We have so far assumed that $\beta^w = 0.02$. Given that, in contrast to the parameters of the production function, returns to liquid assets are typically considered in terms of interest rates, figure (16) presents the distribution of interest rates implied by the benchmark value of $\beta$. Since very high returns to capital in self-employment (as estimated in our analysis) appear to coexist with very low (and sometimes negative) real returns on informal and bank savings in Ghana, there may be disagreement about the appropriate level of this parameter. We thus choose particularly extreme values of $\beta^w$, varying it by an order of magnitude from 0.2 to 0.002 in estimations (I) and (II) in tables (8) and (9). The former implies very high interest rates as figure (17) illustrates, whereas the latter essentially implies that savers have no real gains from saving capital (inferior to 3% annually, as figure (18) reveals). The key results appear to be fairly insensitive to these alternative hypotheses.

Figure 16: Distribution of implied interest rates: benchmark $\beta^w$
Figure 17: Distribution of implied interest rates: high level of $\beta^w$

Figure 18: Distribution of implied interest rates: low level of $\beta^w$
F.2 Female Wage Gap

Differences in earnings across genders are taken into account in all our estimations. Based on previous findings (see in particular Nopo et al. (2012)) we set the benchmark value such that women earn 25% lower wages, ceteris paribus, i.e. $\alpha_{\text{male}} = 0.25$. However, as the sources upon which we base this assumption use different estimation strategies (and obtain different results) we increase and decrease the value of $\alpha_{\text{male}}$ from 15% to 35% in estimations (III) and (IV) reported in tables (9) and (10), a plausible range for the gender wage gap. The results show that our main findings are little affected by these changes.

F.3 Returns to Education in Wage Employment

There is fortunately no lack of studies on returns to education in Ghana and a hopefully consensual mean rate of returns to one year of formal schooling may be the 8% used as our benchmark. However, this presumably masks heterogeneity in returns across different forms of education, a subtlety that we could not easily incorporate. We thus test the impact of a very low level of under 1% of returns and a very high level of 20% of returns to schooling. Although point estimates are somewhat different as estimations (V) and (VI) in tables (9) and (10) report, all signs as well as the trends in coefficient values between the two periods remain unaffected.

F.4 Results without Optimal Weighting of Moments

If we use the identity matrix to weight our different instruments rather than taking into account the standard errors associated with them, estimation (VII) shows that point estimates are somewhat altered, but that coefficients carry the same sign and that the evolution of coefficients over time remains unchanged. It should be noted that $\psi$ is now statistically insignificant from unity in the more recent period - the trend increase in $\psi$ we pick up in our benchmark estimation is even stronger here and leads to complete equalization of the returns to unobservable individual skills across sectors.

F.5 Results under the Assumption of 'Exogenous Capital'

In order to allow for the possibility that earnings shocks may affect capital accumulation, we have restricted the instrument vector to include only information from periods up to $t - 1$ in line with our assumption of predeterminedness - and to use information from past
earnings only up until period $t - 2$ (since we wish to instrument for earnings in $t - 1$). In this section we do not change the use of the instrument “past earnings”, however, we assume strict exogeneity of the other instruments and thus use information from all periods to instrument for past earnings. The results are presented in table (11) in specification (VIII).

We confirm the main patterns of increasing returns to all factors of production in self-employment (human capital, observable and unobservable, as well as physical capital), associated with a reduction in the self-employment premium. The point estimates and the degree of change are somewhat different, but our key findings do not appear to be sensitive to this less restrictive assumption on what determines sector mobility.
Table 7: IV GMM Estimation Robustness checks - 95% confidence interval
(normal naïve bootstrap, 500 samples)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Benchmark 2004-06</th>
<th>Benchmark 2009-11</th>
<th>I(a) 2004-06</th>
<th>I(b) 2009-11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>0.4444</td>
<td>0.8027</td>
<td>0.4067</td>
<td>0.7064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.3781-0.5205)</td>
<td>(0.7107 - 0.8734)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>0.2371</td>
<td>0.4124</td>
<td>0.2110</td>
<td>0.3793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.1657-0.2869)</td>
<td>(0.3454 - 0.4660)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{Educ}^{SE}$</td>
<td>-1.8718</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>-1.5327</td>
<td>0.5024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.3737 - -2.2808)</td>
<td>(0.2593 - 0.5783)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{Educ}^w$</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(set)</td>
<td>(set)</td>
<td>(set)</td>
<td>(set)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{Male}^{SE}$</td>
<td>-3.6213</td>
<td>-12.7072</td>
<td>-2.3140</td>
<td>-8.9479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-4.3495 - -2.4846)</td>
<td>(-10.7328 - -13.4324)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta^{SE} - \delta^w$</td>
<td>18.1939</td>
<td>2.9314</td>
<td>15.0930</td>
<td>0.9111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(18.5523 - 18.1939)</td>
<td>(1.5835 - 3.6463)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal Weighting $\Omega$</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruments</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample N (movers)</td>
<td>311 (41)</td>
<td>357 (73)</td>
<td>311 (41)</td>
<td>357 (73)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Bold figures indicate deviations from benchmark values)
\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{lcccc}
\hline
 & II(a) & II(b) & III(a) & III(b) \\
\hline
$\psi$ & 0.4476 & 0.8126 & 0.4424 & 0.8069 \\
$\beta^{SE}$ & 0.2401 & 0.4154 & 0.2414 & 0.4150 \\
$\beta^W$ & \textbf{0.002} & \textbf{0.002} & 0.02 & 0.02 \\
 & (set) & (set) & (set) & (set) \\
$\alpha_{SE}^{SE}$ & -1.9074 & 0.3927 & -1.8892 & 0.3997 \\
$\alpha_{Educ}^{SE}$ & 0.08 & 0.08 & 0.08 & 0.08 \\
 & (set) & (set) & (set) & (set) \\
$\alpha_{Male}^{SE}$ & -3.7538 & -13.1208 & -3.7009 & -12.9598 \\
$\alpha_{Male}^{w}$ & 0.25 & 0.25 & \textbf{0.15} & \textbf{0.15} \\
 & (set) & (set) & (set) & (set) \\
$\delta^{SE} - \delta^W$ & 18.5163 & 3.1723 & 18.3487 & 3.0627 \\
Optimal weighting $\Omega$ & yes & yes & yes & yes \\
Instruments & full & full & full & full \\
Sample N (movers) & 311 (41) & 357 (73) & 311 (41) & 357 (73) \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{IV GMM Estimation Robustness checks - 95\% confidence interval (normal naïve bootstrap, 500 resamples)}
\end{table}

(Bold figures indicate deviations from benchmark values)
# Table 9: IV GMM Estimation Robustness checks - 95% confidence interval

(normal naive bootstrap, 500 resamples)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IV(a) 2004-06</th>
<th>IV(b) 2009-11</th>
<th>V(a) 2004-06</th>
<th>V(b) 2009-11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>0.4464</td>
<td>0.7987</td>
<td>0.4182</td>
<td>0.8677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta^{SE}$</td>
<td>0.2327</td>
<td>0.4097</td>
<td>0.2946</td>
<td>0.4547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta^w$</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^{SE}_{Educ}$</td>
<td>-1.8542</td>
<td>0.4108</td>
<td>-2.1051</td>
<td>0.2398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^w_{Educ}$</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td><strong>0.008</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.008</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^{SE}_{Male}$</td>
<td>-3.5403</td>
<td>-12.4595</td>
<td>-4.0258</td>
<td>-15.5678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^w_{Male}$</td>
<td><strong>0.35</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.35</strong></td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta^{SE} - \delta^W$</td>
<td>18.0358</td>
<td>2.8049</td>
<td>19.9850</td>
<td>5.1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal weighting $\Omega$</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruments</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample N (movers)</td>
<td>311 (41)</td>
<td>357 (73)</td>
<td>311 (41)</td>
<td>357 (73)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Bold figures indicate deviations from benchmark values)
Table 10: IV GMM Estimation Robustness checks
(changes vis-à-vis benchmark in bold)- 95% confidence interval (normal naïve bootstrap, 500 resamples)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VI(a) 2004-06</th>
<th>VI(b) 2009-11</th>
<th>VII(a) 2004-06</th>
<th>VII(b) 2009-11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \psi )</td>
<td>0.4814</td>
<td>0.6683</td>
<td>0.3317</td>
<td>1.0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta^{SE} )</td>
<td>0.1525</td>
<td>0.3385</td>
<td>0.2140</td>
<td>0.3153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta^w )</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha^{SE}_{Educ} )</td>
<td>-1.3923</td>
<td>0.5897</td>
<td>-0.4563</td>
<td>0.5551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha^w_{Educ} )</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha^w_{Male} )</td>
<td>(set)</td>
<td>(set)</td>
<td>(set)</td>
<td>(set)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha^{SE}_{Male} )</td>
<td>-3.1353</td>
<td>-8.2539</td>
<td>-3.9894</td>
<td>-15.3679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta^{SE} - \delta^W )</td>
<td>14.3533</td>
<td>0.0638</td>
<td>7.5826</td>
<td>3.1881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal weighting ( \Omega )</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruments</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample N (movers)</td>
<td>311 (41)</td>
<td>357 (73)</td>
<td>311 (41)</td>
<td>357 (73)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Bold figures indicate deviations from benchmark values)
Table 11: IV GMM Estimation Robustness checks - 95% confidence interval
(normal naïve bootstrap, 500 resamples)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VIII(a)</th>
<th>VIII(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2004-06</td>
<td>2009-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>1.5068</td>
<td>1.3266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta^{SE}$</td>
<td>0.0790</td>
<td>0.3170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta^w$</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^{SE}_{Educ}$</td>
<td>-0.9488</td>
<td>0.8527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^w_{Educ}$</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^{SE}_{Male}$</td>
<td>-23.2016</td>
<td>-20.8091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^w_{Male}$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta^{SE} - \delta^W$</td>
<td>19.8595</td>
<td>2.6844</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Optimal weighting $\Omega$  yes  yes
Instruments               full + strict exogeneity  full + strict exogeneity
Sample N (movers)         311 (41)          357 (73)

(Bold figures indicate deviations from benchmark values)
G Earnings Gap Decomposition

In analyzing differences in earnings across wage- and self-employment we here seek to differentiate the impact of differences in returns to factors from compositional effects. The upper panel of table (12) fixes input factors (at the mean value amongst the self-employed) and assesses the influence of sector-specific returns. For example, what is the earnings differential that would occur if all individuals had the same level of capital given differential returns? For capital, we find a more than doubling of the earnings advantage of the self-employed between the first and second period. The complementary lower panel of table (12) fixes returns (at the self-employed level) and shows the effect of changing the input mix on mean earnings across sectors. The self-employed have higher capital stocks and this differential increases over time.

Despite the increase in returns to observable and unobservable factors of production in self-employment, and despite the higher prevalence of those factors in the sector, a positive unadjusted earnings gap in favour of wage-employment remains (self-employed earnings are 41.75\% lower in the earlier and 20.52\% lower in the later period). After controlling for worker characteristics, we document a positive self-employment premium, which tends to shrink over the period. Given that our analysis conditions on both observables and unobservables, this residual premium can be interpreted as an indication of imperfect mobility across sectors (and its fall over time is potentially driven by weakening credit constraints)\textsuperscript{37}. Overall, our analysis shows that differential returns to the same factors of production, both observable and unobservable, increasingly favour self-employment (i.e. the “price effect” is positive and increasing). However, despite substantial growth in the productive assets of the self-employed (especially capital), total factor endowments still favour wage-jobs (the “selection/composition effect”), with a dominant contribution from unobservable individual characteristics.

\textsuperscript{37}The estimated downward trend in the self-employment premium can equivalently be interpreted as an upward trend in the wage-premium. This development may be partly related to the relative importance of the public sector amongst the wage employed. Public sector “equalising” effects with higher basic pay (here expressed by higher values of $\delta^w$) and lower returns to productive traits have been found in other developing countries (Gosling and Lemieux (2004)). However, we are not aware of a change in public sector pay policies (Imbert (2013) analyzes a public sector pay reform in Vietnam). The proportion of public sector workers is constant at 28\% amongst the wage employed workers.
Table 12: Earnings gap decomposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative Wage premium $\delta^{SE} - \delta^w$</td>
<td>18.1939</td>
<td>2.9314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of Observable Skills:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of Capital $ln(K_{SE}) (\beta^{SE} - \beta^w)$</td>
<td>0.8514</td>
<td>1.9163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of Gender $h^{SE} (\alpha^{SE} - \alpha^w)$</td>
<td>-1.2228</td>
<td>-3.5976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of Education $h^{SE} (\psi - 1) \theta_{SE}$</td>
<td>-14.9396</td>
<td>2.5453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of Returns to Unobservable Skills ($\psi - 1) \theta_{SE}$</td>
<td>0.6658</td>
<td>0.211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Price Effect</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.5488</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.0064</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effect of Differential Input Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difference in Observed Factors</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difference in Capital $ln(K_{SE}) - ln(K^w)$</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in Gender $h^{SE} - h^w$</td>
<td>-0.0767</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in Education $h^{SE} - h^w$</td>
<td>-0.1596</td>
<td>-0.1302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in Unobserved Factors $\theta_{SE} - \theta^w$</td>
<td>-3.7339</td>
<td>-4.0112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Selection Effect</strong></td>
<td><strong>-3.9663</strong></td>
<td><strong>-4.2116</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>